SHARATH SUNDAR

hi@sharathsundar.com
(519) 577 - 5001

ENGINEER & DESIGN THINKER
TOOLS
Axure

Balsamiq

Omnigraffle

HTML/CSS

Ilustrator

Photoshop

DESIGN

MANAGEMENT

- Designed for mobile, web and
physical user interactions
- Took an app from concept
using design thinking
and agile methodology
- Over 2 years of experience

- Directed aTEDx conference
- Led team to design and build a
iPhone app
- Got an outstanding work term
evaluation for my work with
SAP.

ABOUT ME
Empathy

Passion
Perseverance

JOURNEY

METHODS

2017
Mar ‘16
to Present

HockeyTech
UI/ UX Designer
In charge of building a cohesive design experience at HockeyTech. Taking designs from
the previous windows based program and rapidly iterating it into responsive web,
iPad and a ios app while working in an agile team as a scrum master.

2016

Sep ‘14
to Feb ’16

Higgins
Program Manager/ UX Designer
Worked with end users to conduct user studies and and iterated with the front end
design team and graphic agency to create beautiful, simple and immersive UX. Led a
team of developers, technical service specialists and account managers to push forward
the design and development of the mobile POS (Point of Sale) system.

2014
SAP
UX Designer, Mobile

Aug to Dec

Led the design of an iPhone app that could help revolutionize how humanity interacts
with biodiversity. Collaborated in an interdisciplinary team and came up with overall
information architecture, design language and hi-fidelity wireframes using Illustrator.

INTERESTS
Entrepreneurship
Ping Pong
Reading
Muay Thai
Squash

BIG FAN
Leonardo da Vinci
Far cry 3
Dexter
F.lux
P90x

PORTFOLIO

2012
Sept
to Dec

Design Thinking
User Research
Empathetic Design
Storyboarding
Low/Hi-Fidelity prototyping

SAP
Mobile Interaction Designer

To view some of my previous work,
please get in touch

Led the user research and interaction design of an iPhone sports app from concept to
THOUGHTS
development. Developed the information architecture, low/hi-fidelity prototypes using
Balsamiq and Omnigraffle. In addition, managed the development and testing of the app. To explore what I am thinking, check
my blog at sharathsundar.com
Jan
to Apr

Desire2Learn
Product Designer, UX
Redesigned several tools and pages including the new user profiles, security permissions
and online/offline state for its latest product release using Balsamiq and Axure.
Led revamp for the new and simple Role switch tool that solved previous usability issues.

2011
May
to Aug

Desire2Learn
Product Designer, UX

EDUCATION
B.A.Sc Mechanical Engineering and a
minor in Knowledge Integration,
University of Waterloo, 2013

CONNECT

Led design projects and created design patterns for sorting, filtering, and communicating http://sharathsundar.com/
https://twitter.com/sharaths99
product-wide states by extensive web, user research and creating low/hi-fi prototypes.
https://linkedin.com/in/sharathsundar
Designed the new color picker tool by conducting usability and accessibility tests.

